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Abstract. In the report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, Xi Jinping's new 
era of socialism with Chinese characteristics has solemnly proposed and established a guiding position 
on the basis of adhering to the theoretical position of Marxism in the new historical period. Xi Jinping's 
new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics is the latest theoretical paradox of our party since the 
18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China. Because of its complete theoretical, scientific 
innovation and distinct era, it is a major innovation of Marxism and the latest theoretical model of 
Marxism in China in the new era. It enriches the theoretical connotation of Marxism in China and has a 
new historical status in the new era. 

A history of the Communist Party of China is a history of the development of Marxism in China. Since 
its introduction to China, Marxism has continuously combined with China's reality and achieved major 
innovations. Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics is another innovative 
development of Marxism following Mao Zedong Thought, Deng Xiaoping Theory, the important thinking 
of the "Three Represents", and the scientific development concept. The 19th National Congress of the 
Communist Party of China was held. In the new historical period, Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics as a new ideological and theoretical system was written into the party constitution 
and became the guide for our party's struggle. Because of its complete theoretical, scientific innovation 
and distinct era, summing up past experience, based on the current reality, and looking into the long-term 
future, is the latest theoretical paradigm of Marxism in China in the new era. 

Xi Jinping's New Era of Socialism With Chinese Characteristics is a Model of Complete Theoretical 
System 
Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics is a complete theoretical system with a 
profound philosophical foundation, rigorous construction principles, rich theoretical connotations, and 
possesses the exemplary characteristics of scientific theories. General Secretary Xi Jinping said, In-depth 
study and resolution of the practical problems of China's revolution, construction, and reform in different 
historical periods, summing up China's unique experience, and summarizing Marxism with Chinese style 
and Chinese style.[1] In the process of continuous integration of Marxism with China's reality, Marxism in 
China has been continuously advancing, according to different periods. The different problems that have 
arisen, the major issue of how to adhere to and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new 
era, and how to uphold and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics have formed the latest 
theoretical system of Marxism in China. 

Philosophical Basis. 
Any theory of thought is constantly being practiced and explored, and it is enriched and innovated on 

the basis of summing up the experience of the predecessors. Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics always adheres to the world view and methodology of Marxist philosophy, 
adheres to dialectical materialism and historical materialism, emphasizes the establishment of rigorous 
and scientific thinking methods, and constantly enriches and develops Marxist philosophy. 

The profound philosophical foundation of this innovative ideology is the embodiment of the Marxist 
scientific world outlook and methodology. The new economic normal, major contradictions, and 
innovative development concepts are all put forward on the basis of adhering to dialectical materialism, 
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and require our party to look at the world, national conditions, and party conditions with the eyes of 
connection and development. Taking the people as the center is the fundamental starting point and the 
foothold of our party's work. It adheres to the basic position of Marxism and is the essence of historical 
materialism. 

Construction Principles. 
As a rigorous theoretical logic system, Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics 

plays a vital role in the development of China's cause and is the theoretical guide to the great journey of 
the new era. The new historical experience shows that the inheritance and development of 
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong Thought, Deng Xiaoping Theory, the important thinking of the "Three 
Represents" and the scientific development concept of Xi Jinping's new era of socialism reflect the 
principle of combining theory with practice. From revolution, construction to reform, from the 
new-democratic revolution to the socialist revolution, the Communist Party of China has always adhered 
to the combination of Marxist principles and Chinese practice, and explored a path suitable for China's 
development, that is, the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics. This is also the success of our 
party. Key factor. In his many speeches, General Secretary Xi Jinping talked about seeking truth from 
facts, Marx and Engels did not directly use the term "seeking truth from facts", but the dialectical 
materialism and historical materialism they created highlighted the fact that seeking truth from facts. 
Seeking truth from facts is Comrade Mao Zedong's use of Chinese idioms for dialectical materialism and 
historical materialism. A high-level summary of the methodology.[2] According to the practical experience 
to solve the actual situation, under the guidance of the theory, in the face of the problem to develop the 
correct guidelines and methods, to make specific implementation planning. This is the concrete 
manifestation of seeking truth from facts. 

General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out, Socialism with Chinese characteristics is the dialectical unity 
of the theoretical logic of scientific socialism and the historical logic of Chinese social development. It is 
a scientific socialism rooted in China's land, reflecting the wishes of the Chinese people, adapting to the 
requirements of China's development and progress.[3] The dialectical unity of "two logics" is another 
important principle of Xi Jinping's construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, 
that is, the principle of combining theory with history. In response to the new situation and the new 
situation, since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the overall layout of China's 
socialist cause has joined the construction of ecological civilization into economic construction, political 
construction, cultural construction, and social construction, and constitutes the overall layout of the "five 
in one." The innovation and development of the five development concepts is the first impetus, focusing 
on the importance of innovation and development.  At the same time, cultural self-confidence has also 
been promoted to an important height. General Secretary Xi mentioned Chinese traditional culture in 
many meetings, highlighting his cultural values and comprehensive ideological value system. 

Construction Content. 
Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics is the latest theoretical achievement of 

Marxism in China, with profound theoretical connotations, and is the crystallization of the collective 
wisdom of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people. It has a clear core content and basic 
strategy, namely "eight clear" and "fourteen persistence". It builds a conceptual system of theoretical logic, 
theoretical framework and theoretical elements, and constructs a systematic and complete theoretical 
system of Marxism in China. 

Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, our party has made major 
adjustments to its overall objectives, overall tasks, and overall layout, and conducted comprehensive 
analysis of various aspects of the theory to make concrete practical plans. Huang Yu pointed out, If we 
want to successfully complete this general task, we must use a dialectical thinking to look at this issue. At 
the same time, we must also see the arduousness of accomplishing this task. We must do our hard work 
and do our hard work.[4] In the report of the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, 
General Secretary Xi summarized the core content of the socialist ideology with Chinese characteristics in 
the new era with "eight clears", pointed out the general task and the two-step strategy in the new era, and 
has a clear positioning of the current situation and future development of China. 
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The eight clears have profoundly revealed the most basic scientific and theoretical value of Xi Jinping's 
socialist thought with Chinese characteristics in the new era, and also profoundly explained the most basic 
scientific and theoretical connotation of Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics. 
This is Xi Jinping's new era of Chinese characteristics. The most basic ideological and theoretical content 
of the ideological thinking.[5] It is obvious that the "eight clear" is both rich and comprehensive, strategic 
and in-depth, and is the direction of our party and the state in the new era. It is macroscopic and 
recognizes that China's social development is positive. At what stage is it, answering the question of 
upholding and developing socialism with Chinese characteristics. 

The "fourteen adherence" explain the inherent requirements of socialism with Chinese characteristics 
from many aspects, and have a high understanding of the current world situation, China's national 
conditions, and party conditions. On the three fronts, the three levels of high refinement strongly 
demonstrate our party's clear understanding of the current stage and reflect our party's political acumen 
and forward-looking.Liang Zhongming’s views are very comprehensive. He believes, The fourteen 
persistence are based on the socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, and they have begun to 
lay out the leadership of the party’s leadership over all work, on the economy, politics, the rule of law, 
science and technology, culture, Education, people's livelihood, ethnicity, religion, society, ecological 
civilization, national security and other aspects of planning, until adhere to the comprehensive and strict 
governance of the party's finale, formed a logically strict 'concentric circle', constitutes a blueprint for the 
development of the new era. It is not only the path of reform and development, but also the goal of reform 
and development. At the same time, it is also the method of reform and development.[6]  

The Theoretical Innovation Proves Xi Jinping's New Era, the Socialist Thought with Chinese 
Characteristics Has Typical Characteristics 
General Secretary Xi Jinping emphasized in the collective meeting, The times are changing, society is 
developing, but the basic principles of Marxism are still scientific truths.[7] To let Marxism keep the youth 
of truth, we need to constantly instill the nutrition of social development. Marxism is combined with 
China's reality. Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics has a scientific theoretical 
basis and a solid realistic foundation. The "first heart" of the Chinese communists, the exploration of the 
three major laws of the Communist Party, the positioning of major contradictions, and the construction of 
socialism are all new in theory.  

The "initial heart" of the Communist Party of China. 
At the beginning of the report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the 

original intention and mission of the Chinese Communists was to seek happiness for the Chinese people 
and to revive the Chinese nation.[8] The initial heart and mission cannot be lost. The Chinese Communist 
Party has evolved from a small party of more than a dozen people to the most proletarian party in the 
world. It is the original heart and mission, and actively integrates into the world, takes the path of peaceful 
development, and peace for mankind. 

Deepening the Understanding of the Three Laws. 
The three major laws of the Communist Party of China are the strategic decisions of our party that 

attach importance to the education of ideals and beliefs since the 18th National Congress of the 
Communist Party of China. The state has introduced a series of guidelines and policies to deepen the 
understanding of the laws governing the Communist Party, the law of socialist construction, and the laws 
governing the development of human society with a new vision. The deepening of the understanding of 
the three major laws helps to have a deeper understanding of the nature of the Communist Party and is a 
major theoretical innovation of Chinese Marxism. 

Studying and Judging Major Social Contradictions. 
At present, the main contradictions in our society have been transformed into contradictions between 

the people’s growing needs for a better life and the development of inadequate imbalances. Xi Jinping's 
new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics expounded the theoretical innovation of Marxism in 
China in the new era from the contradiction between dialectical materialism and historical materialism 
and the people's mass. 
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Innovative Socialist Construction. 
"Xi Jinping's Talk on Governing the Country" reads, Socialism with Chinese characteristics is 

socialism and not other doctrine. The basic principles of scientific socialism cannot be lost. If it is lost, it 
is not socialism.[9] Time is the mother of thought, and practice is the source of theory.[10] Xi Jinping's new 
era of socialism with Chinese characteristics has in-depthly summed up the practice of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics, and the introduction of innovative ideas in the construction of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics has made it more Chinese. The popularization and the era are undoubtedly the 
latest theoretical achievements of Marxism in China. 

Xi Jinping's New Era, Socialism With Chinese Characteristics, Clarifying the Era of the Times 
Opening up a new realm of Marxism in China. 
Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics is based on the application of Marxist 
principles, and enriches and develops Marxism, which contains historical materialism and dialectical 
views. The masses of people in Marxism are the creators of history and the determining power of social 
change. Today's people's subject theory is the inheritance and development of it. 

Opening a New Journey of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in the 21st Century. 
Xi Jinping's new era characteristic socialist thought has formed a complete theoretical system at a new 

historical starting point, which is strategic, scientific and practical. The new era of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics is not limited to the existing model, but the people's longing for a better life is the 
fundamental goal of socialism, and the pursuit of happiness for the Chinese people and the rejuvenation of 
the Chinese nation as the initial heart and mission, is extremely Marxism. The newness and vitality of 
China. 

Ushering in the New Development of World Socialism. 
Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics proposed to contribute to the 

development of world socialism, to show the bright future of world Marxism, and to strongly prove the 
truth of Marxism. Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics strongly demonstrated 
the superiority of the socialist system and showed a strong socialist vitality. 

The practice of truth knows that theoretical innovation comes from practice and innovation. The series 
of practices and explorations carried out by our party since the 18th National Congress of the Communist 
Party of China are the basis for the formation of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era of 
Xi Jinping. With the deepening of the Party Central Committee's understanding of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics and governance of the country, the understanding of the law has become more 
comprehensive, and it has risen to the level of comprehensive consideration of the scientific layout. It is 
the organic unity of theory and practice in the new era. The orientation of Xi Jinping's socialism with 
Chinese characteristics in the new era is a model that deepens the connotation of Marxism and is the 
newest theory of Marxism in China in the new era. 
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